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Team Mission Statement 

Through its key strengths of innovative coaching techniques and strategies and supportive 
parental involvement, the YNS team is driven towards developing the best combination of 
competitive swimmers and human beings. The YNS team maintains a strong integration of the 
core values of the YMCA – Caring, Honesty, Respect, and Responsibility while helping to build 
strong families and strong communities. 

Team Philosophy 

YNS pledges to maintain an infrastructure of young athletes, coaches and parents who create 
the platforms and opportunities for each and every swimmer to fulfill their goals and their 
potential as a person, swimmer and member of the team. 

Team, Athlete and Parent Expectations 

a. Team 

Our expectation is that every member of our team—coaches, swimmers, and parents—actively 
supports the Y core values of: caring, honesty, respect, and responsibility. Our expectations for 
coaches, swimmers and parents come from our desire to be the best team we can possibly be: 
all working together as a team. Swimming is a highly individual sport where each athlete 
pursues their own goals and it is also a team sport where the support of fellow members, 
including athletes, coaches and parents, is critical to both individual and group success. At YNS 
we strongly emphasize the team aspect of competitive swimming to make sure that every 
individual can experience the success that can only be attained through overall team 
excellence. 

b. Swimmers 

Our expectation for our swimmers is that they give their best effort at every practice and at 
every meet. 

Our expectation for our swimmers is that they are enthusiastic members of the team, they 
want to challenge themselves to grow and they accept that there are responsibilities associated 
with team membership. 

Our swimmers have an attitude of giving their best effort at all times. Giving their best effort 
involves both attitude and behavior in line with our core Y Values: Respect, Responsibility, 
Caring and Honesty. This same best effort is expected in all areas of our team: interacting with 
team members, coaches, parents, and other Y staff. 

 Our swimmers will challenge themselves to set and work actively toward high goals. We 
believe every team member will grow as a person and also as a swimmer with genuine best 
efforts toward these goals. We also expect team members respectfully and actively supporting 
other team members’ goals, as well as their own goals.  
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 Our swimmers will take responsibility for working toward goals both in and out of the pool. 
Making good choices for adequate sleep, proper nutrition as well as stretching and strength 
conditioning before and after practices will help all of us be successful.  

 Swimmers will efficiently and respectfully communicate with teammates, parents, YMCA staff, 
and coaches.  

Swimmers must take responsibility for their results. Our coaches, parents and Y staff will create 
the best possible environment for success, and we look for our swimmers to take responsibility 
for their own success as well.   

At practice and at meets (home or away), swimmers are expected to follow and promote the 
YNS code of conduct, which specifically prohibits: 

All swimmers and parents are expected to follow, respect, and promote the YNS code of 
conduct, details of code of conduct on page 13. 

c. Parents 

Our parents have already made the decision to support their child as they grow through the 
sport of swimming. Parental support is a critical supplement to efforts of swimmers and 
coaches as they strive for team success. As such, parents play a huge part in reaching our 
team’s potential.  
 
Our parents will actively support their child on our team to be their best. Parents support, as 
the foundation of our team, the Y core values of: respect, responsibility, caring and honesty. 
Parents understand that as a team plans and decisions are made for the benefit of our team, 
not individual swimmers. 
 
 Parents communicate with swimmers, Y staff and coaches as needed in a timely, respectful 
way. YNS parents will talk with coaches either briefly before or after practice or set up a longer 
meeting as needed rather than interrupt practice time. Our parents let the coaches coach the 
swimmers. To accomplish our team and individual goals, it is critical for coaches to have your 
swimmer’s undivided attention during practice and at meets. Our parents will not communicate 
with their children during practice; such communication prevents the undivided attention of 
the swimmer to the coaches’ instructions. 
 
Parents are not to approach coaches or officials during a meet. 
 
Our parents recognize that our coaches plan each practice with specific goals in mind. A specific 
practice set or drill may not make sense without looking at the whole practice/season plan. 
Parents are strongly encouraged to meet directly with their child’s coach to discuss any 
questions or concerns regarding any aspect of program.  
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Our expectation is that parents will be a part of the team through MANDATORY volunteer time 
and with an attitude in keeping with our goal to be the best team possible. 
 
YNS Team Structure, and Practice Groups 
 
YNS takes great pride is offering a comprehensive swim program for young people of all ability 
levels from novice to Olympian. Swimmers range in age from five years old through college post 
graduates. Our groups are broken into the following: 
 
National  
Pre-National & High School 
Mako Shark 
Hammerhead Shark 
Tiger Shark 
 
All of our YNS training groups are goal oriented to help each swimmer achieve his/her dreams 
and goals in a competitive swim environment.  The descriptions of each training group are 
shown with guidelines only and the final decision of swimmer placement will be made by the 
coaches directly responsible for the swimmers with the final approval of the Head YNS coach. 
Swimmers transferring from another team will be evaluated and placed in an appropriate level 
based on ability and experience. 
 
Level I: Tiger Shark 

Tiger Shark is the entry-level developmental group in the YNS age group progression and is 
designed to introduce swimmers and their parents to competitive swimming.  Emphasis is 
placed on teaching the fundamentals of the four competitive strokes by means of drills and 
activities designed to make swimming fun.  Swimmers in this group are encouraged to 
participate in YMCA swim meets, particularly dual meets hosted by YNS. These swimmers will 
work together as a group to get to know each other and bond as YNS teammates. Swimmers in 
this group are encouraged to attend a minimum of 3 practices per week. 
 

Requirements:  Ability to complete a 25 of the four competitive strokes – fly, back, breast, and 
free. Swimmers must also be able to complete a 50 of kick on their back without stopping. 

 

 Level II: Hammerhead Shark 

Hammerhead Shark is the mid-level developmental group in the YNS age group 
progression.  Emphasis is placed heavily on stroke technique while mastering the essentials of 
competitive swimming such as understanding how to use the pace clock, proper lane etiquette, 
and how to create a race strategy. Swimmers are encouraged to attend YMCA meets as well as 
several level appropriate USA swimming meets. These swimmers will work together as a group 
to get to know each other and bond as YNS teammates. Hammerhead shark swimmers are 
encouraged to attend 3-4 practices per week. 
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Requirements:  Ability to swim a 100 freestyle, 100 backstroke, 100 IM, 50 breaststroke, and 50 
butterfly. Swimmers must be able to complete legal turns for all four strokes, dive off of the 
blocks, and have a basic understanding of the pace clock. 
Evaluation for entrance:  All of the above, in addition to 4x50 kick choice @1:20. 
 
Level III: Mako Shark 

Mako Shark is the top developmental group in the YNS age group progression. Swimmers in this 
group have already had experience competing for and training in the USA and YMCA swimming 
environment. Emphasis is placed on advanced stroke technique and the progression towards 
competitive training.  Emphasis is also placed on a strong commitment to attendance. These 
swimmers will work together as a group to become better YNS teammates. Mako Shark 
swimmers are encouraged to attend 4-5 practices per week. 
 
Requirements:  Ability to swim a 200 freestyle, 100 backstroke, 200 IM, 100 breaststroke, and 
100 butterfly. Swimmers must be able to complete legal turns for all four strokes, dive off of the 
blocks, and have a basic understanding of the pace clock. 
Evaluation for entrance:  All of the above, in addition to 6x100 Free @1:40, 6x50 kick choice 
@1:10. 

 Level IV: Age Group Elite 

Age Group Elite is for highly committed and motivated swimmers and emphasizes serious 
training in preparation for higher levels of swimming. This group will practice alongside Pre-
National every afternoon practice. The group will focus on stroke refinement, aerobic training, 
and strength building. Swimmers are required to swim a minimum of 5 practices per week. 
Dryland training is a requirement and will be focused on strength and conditioning. 
 
Requirements:  Ability to swim a 200 freestyle, 100 backstroke, 200 IM, 100 breaststroke, and 
100 butterfly. Swimmers must be able to complete legal turns for all four strokes, dive off of the 
blocks, and have an understanding of the pace clock. 
Evaluation for entrance: 
4x100 Free @1:20 

4x100 non-free stroke @1:30 

8x50 kick @1:00 

 

Level V: High School/Pre-National 
High School: 
High School Group is intended for swimmers who are training and competing at high school 
swim meets or are in high school and would like to participate in other sports or activities. This 
group will be offered 6-9 practices per week but there are no practice attendance 
requirements. This group will practice alongside Age Group Elite and the Pre-National group in 
the afternoons and with the National group in the mornings. Swimmers will focus on stroke 
refinement, aerobic training, and strength building. Dryland training is also offered and will be 
focused on strength and conditioning. 
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Requirements:  Ability to swim a 200 freestyle, 100 backstroke, 200 IM, 100 breaststroke, and 
100 butterfly. Swimmers must be able to complete legal turns for all four strokes, dive off of the 
blocks, and have a basic understanding of the pace clock. 

 Pre-National: 
Pre-National is for higher achieving, committed, and motivated swimmers who are on the 
pathway towards National level swimming. This group will practice alongside Age Group Elite in 
the afternoons and with the National group on some mornings. Swimmers will focus on stroke 
refinement, aerobic training, and strength building. Swimmers are required to attend 7 of the 8 
practices offered, including mornings. Dryland training is a requirement and will be focused on 
strength and conditioning. 

Requirements:  Ability to swim a 200 freestyle, 100 backstroke, 200 IM, 100 breaststroke, and 
100 butterfly. Swimmers must be able to complete legal turns for all four strokes, dive off of the 
blocks, and have an understanding of the pace clock.  The main difference between Pre-
National and Age Group Elite is the 7 practice attendance requirement. 
Evaluation for entrance: 
4x100 Free @1:20 

4x100 non-free stroke @1:30 

8x50 kick @1:00 

Level VI: National 

National group is a rigorous training group for swimmers who have shown a high level of 
commitment to practice attendance and swim meet participation. Swimmers in this group are 
highly involved with the YNS Sharks swim team and participate in activities outside of the pool, 
such as volunteer activities. Swimmers in this group are required to be at all practices with only 
an occasional missed practice.  The only exception to this rule is during the high school season if 
high school practices/meets interfere. Dryland training is a requirement and will be focused on 
strength and conditioning. Swimmers in this group must be able to complete the daily practices 
without modification 90% of the time.  
Requirements: Entry to this group is explicitly based on discussion and decision of the head 
coach.  
 
Winter Weather Policy 
 
 YNS Sharks Swim Team practice will not be canceled unless the YMCA is closed. If a Y practice 
site closes due to poor weather, the practice at that site will be canceled. Every attempt will 
be made to send an email to swimmers at sites affected by cancellations. It will also be 
posted on the website.  
 
Given that some swimmers travel quite a distance to practice and conditions where a 
swimmer lives and practices can be vastly different, swimmers not able to make a practice 
will NOT be marked absent. 
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 If you have any questions contact the Competitive Aquatics Office at 978-927-6855 x1204 
 
The Practice Schedule for each site is available online at www.ynssharks.net. Athletes may 
attend practices at their home sites, in addition to (should the need arise), any of the other YNS 
branch locations. It is asked that you clear non-home site visits with your site’s lead coach, and 
the site lead at the other location. In the event that practice needs to be cancelled due to 
inclement weather or other events, the information will be posted to the website by 3:00pm. 
All swimmers affected by the cancellation will be emailed and a message will be left on the 
Competitive Aquatics Office telephone (978‐927‐6855 x1204). 
 
 Team Equipment and Gear: 
 
Some team items will be available through the Competitive Aquatic Director’s Office, other 
items may be ordered through our team vendor: Varsity Swimwear. All items available through 
the office may also be purchased on‐line through the team vendor’s special YNS order site.  
All swimmers will be given one team swim cap and one team t-shirt per season.  
 
 Required team attire is detailed in the code of conduct. It is highly recommended that all 
clothing and equipment be labeled with the swimmer’s name. 
 
YNS team suits are required at all meets by all swimmers. Swimmers who make finals, and at all 
championship meets tech suits will be allowed. 
 
Required training gear and uniform: 

o Tiger Shark, Hammerhead, and Mako Shark require;t eam suit, team cap, t-shirt and 
goggles ( recommended, 2 pair), and fins.  

o Age Group Elite, Pre-National/High School, and National require; team cap, team suit, 
team warmup (for all swimmers traveling and attending meets as a YNS swimmer), 
paddles, buoy, snorkel, tempo trainer, ankle strap, and fins.   

*Optional Team Attire is available through Varsity Swim Shop, access to which can be done 
through team website, or directly through www.varsityswim.com.   
 
Login information for Varsity Swim Shop: 

 
New Customers: Access your Team Page through the Team Gateway at varsityswim.com. The 
login will direct you to a page where you will create a personalized login and password.  

Your team login is: YNS (case sensitive)  
Your team password is: SHARKS (case sensitive) 

 Because you initially reached this page through the Team Gateway using your team password, 
you will always be linked to your team. Do not use your team login name (YNS) as your personal 
login. Once you have created your own personal login and password continue to fill out the 
personal information and click the Submit button on the lower right hand corner of the page. 
You will then be automatically directed to your team store. Customers who have previously 

http://www.ynssharks.net/
http://www.varsityswim.com/
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belonged to another Varsity Swim Shop team: Please call the store to have your account 
reassigned to the YNS team page 
 
The Competitive Aquatics Office may have caps, fins, paddles and T‐shirts in stock and will have 
other items in limited quantities for purchase on site. Accounts will be individually billed for 
items purchased on site.  
 
Swim Meets  
 
YMCA Swimming and USA Swimming 

The YNS swim team is unique in that although we are a YMCA swim team, we also compete in 
USA Swimming as a club team. Each YNS parent and swimmer is strongly encouraged to seek 
out the appropriate YNS coaching member to help determine how to best explore the different 
opportunities to enhance the swimming experience through both YMCA and USA 
competitions.. 

The YNS Sharks compete in two leagues: YMCA and USA Swimming. The meet schedule is 
posted on the team website and meet entry deadlines can be found in the meet information 
documents for each meet. Entry deadlines are not flexible and exceptions are not generally 
made for late entries. Once a meet entry has been sent any meet fees associated with your 
entry will be charged to your account. 
 
Swimmers must have participated in three dual meets during the season beginning Oct 1st in 
order to participate in a YMCA Championship meet as well as the YMCA National 
Championship. 

 
USA Swimming Meets 
All YNS swimmers are members of USA Swimming. Any swimmer interested in swimming USA 
Swimming Meets should speak to their coach. The USA swim meets generally have 12 or more 
teams entered and occur over a two or three day period, primarily on weekends. The YNS Head 
Coach will determine which USA Swimming meets the YNS Sharks will attend. All swimmers 
must declare their meet entry online by the stated deadlines to ensure that swimmers are 
entered.  
 
Transportation and Chaperoning to Non-Team travel Meets 
Parent transportation is required for most YMCA and USA swim meets. Athletes and families 
will be notified if alternative situation arises and will be given information pertaining to team 
travel, per individual and specific meets.  
 
 
Team Travel Meets (Regional or Outside the Region: Including YMCA Nationals) 
There will be designated Team Travel Meets that swimmers may attend, either by invitation 
from the Head Coach or by qualifying, where the team will travel as a group that includes 
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coaches and parent chaperones. This travel could be by bus or airplane. The Competitive 
Aquatics Office will make all arrangements for hotel, meals and transportation while at a meet 
related to a Team Travel Meet event. Some Team Travel Meets will have all transportation 
organized and some will have parents book flights. All swimmers, regardless of age, will be 
roomed with another swimmer(s). A deposit for each Team Travel Meet must be paid to the 
swimmers’ account within 7 days of signing up for the meet or the entry will be cancelled 
unless alternative arrangements have been made For Nationals, a deposit of $500.00 is 
required.  All swimmers attending Team Travel Meets will be required to sign a Travel Code of 
Conduct and a Travel Consent and Medical Treatment Form prior to departure. This is in 
addition to the General Code of Conduct all swimmers are required to sign in order to be on the 
YNS Sharks Swim Team to be a member. All swimmers attending travel meets are required to 
be in team attire at all times. 
 
Team Costs 
There are five types of fees associated with our team, all of which are included in the team 
monthly draft (7month draft).  

a. YMCA Membership  
b. Swim Team Practice Fees and Swim Team Family Fee  
c. Meet fees, USA Swimming and YMCA meet fees, including championship meets.  
d. Cost of Training Equipment  
e. Coaching expenses  
f. Team social events, including end of the year banquets.  
g. Meet surcharge for all meets, per athlete, per meet.  
 

Each swimmer must be a “Y” member. This can be a youth membership, teen membership or as 
part of a family membership. Membership applications and payment arrangements can be 
made directly at the front desk of any YNS site. 
 
Each YNS Branch has membership rates unique to their site; please check the website of your 
home site for more detailed information. 
https://www.northshoreymca.org/membership/%E2%80%8Bour-rates 
Association Membership rates as of 8/12/2016 are:  
 
Category     Automatic Funds Transfer 
Adult (26+)                                           $55 
2-Adult                                                 $95 
1-Adult (w/ children through age 21)    $71 
2-Adult (w/ children through age 21)    $103 
3rd Adult                                               $33 
Young Adult (ages 19-25)                      $29 
Teen                                                     $26 
Youth                                                    $17 
 
 

https://www.northshoreymca.org/membership/%E2%80%8Bour-rates
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The Swim team “year” is September 2016 through August 2017 (payments made September 
through March). At YNS if you start swimming at the beginning of the season 
(August/September), you pay seven months to cover twelve months. If you elect to not take 
advantage of practice and meet opportunities during the spring and summer, the tuition cost 
for September through March remains the same. Tuition costs for 2016-2017 are: 
 

2016-2017 
Competitive Swim Team Membership Rates 

 
Swim Group   Annual Rate   Monthly Billing Rate (7 payments)  
 
National          $ 2,293.00   $327.57 
Pre-National/High School  $ 2,293.00   $327.57 
Age Group Elite                   $ 2,174.00                            $310.57 
Mako Shark          $1,789.00                $255.57 
Hammerhead Shark         $1,529.00                            $218.43 
Tiger Shark          $ 1,325.00   $189.29 
 
Rates include YMCA Swim Team dues & the USA Swimming Annual Registration Fee. Rates do 
not include the YMCA of the North Shore Membership, or USA meet fees. These fees are billed 
separately 

 
The YNS Sharks have an online system for team registration; meet sign‐up, email 
communication, etc. Once you have registered you have to establish an online customer 
account that will allow you at any time to review your account for invoice details, event sign‐
ups, meet results, etc. 
 
If your swimmer elects not to participate on the team at any point, the bank draft/ credit card 
charge may be stopped as of the next billing cycle after written notice is received. Alternatively 
checks payable to North Shore YMCA may be sent to the team at: 

 
 Please send to:  
Competitive Aquatics Office 
 YMCA of the North Shore Competitive Aquatics  
254 Essex Street, Beverly, MA 01915  
978-927-6855 
 

NOTE: ANY PAYMENT PLANS OTHER THAN THE ONES LISTED ABOVE MUST BE ARRANGED 
THROUGH THE YNS SR. DIRECTOR OF COMPETITIVE AQUATICS PRIOR TO ANY PAYMENTS DUE 
DATE. IF PAYMENTS FOR MEET FEES ARE IN ARREARS MORE THAN 60 DAYS THE MEET SIGN UP 
FUNCTION ON THE TEAM WEB SITE WILL BE DISABLED UNTIL THE ACCOUNT IS BROUGHT 
CURRENT. MONTHLY SWIM TEAM FEES MUST BE PAID ON TIME FOR SWIMMERS TO CONTINUE 
TO PRACTICE AND/OR ATTEND SWIM MEETS. THE SR. COMPETITIVE AQUATICS DIRECTOR WILL 
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DISALLOW SWIMMERS PARTICIPATION ON OUR TEAM IF SWIM TEAM PAYMENTS ARE NOT 
MADE IN A -TIMELY MANNER 
 
Communication 
Good communication is vital to any organization; therefore, we have attempted to establish 
numerous channels of communication to facilitate information dissemination, clarification and 
problem solving as they relate to the program. It is the responsibility of the parents to 
periodically check the various information sources since information does not always make it 
home through the swimmers. 
The website (www.ynssharks.net) is your best source for information, and e‐mail is the best 
route of communication to and from the Competitive Aquatics Office. It is essential that you 
check email daily, and notify the Competitive Aquatics Office if there is a change in your email 
address. 
 

Arthur Athanas       Sr. Director of Competitive Aquatics    athanasa@northshoreymca.org 
Janet Harty         YNS Head Coach                    hartyj@northshoreymca.org 
Alessandro Eramo  Lead Age Group Coach                   eramoa@northshoreymca.org 
Ashley Genrich        Lead Junior Coach & 
                                   Ipswich Site Lead                                genricha@northshoreymca.org  
*Updated coaches’ information and bios can be found under the “Coaches” tab on the YNS 
website 
 

YNS Site Locations 

YNS Beverly training group    YNS Ipswich training group 
Sterling YMCA      Ipswich Family YMCA 
254 Essex St      110 County Rd  
Beverly, MA 01915     Ipswich, MA 01938 
Phone: 978-927-6855     Phone: 978-356-9622 
Fax:      978-927-6530     Fax: 978-356-0625 
 
YNS LVO training group    YNS Haverhill training group 
Lynch Van Otterloo YMCA    Haverhill YMCA 
40 Leggs Hill Rd.     81 Winter St 
Marblehead, MA 01945    Haverhill, MA 01830 
Phone:  781-631-9622     Phone: 978-374-0506 
Fax:   781-639-0190     Fax: 978-373-0701 
 
YNS Cape Ann training group    YNS Salem training group 
Cape Ann YMCA     Salem YMCA 
71 Middle St      One Sewall St 
Gloucester, MA 01930    Salem, MA 01970 
Phone: 978-283-0470     Phone: 978-744-0351 
Fax: 978-283-3114     Fax: 978-740-916 

mailto:athanasa@northshoreymca.org
mailto:hartyj@northshoreymca.org
mailto:eramoa@northshoreymca.org
mailto:genricha@northshoreymca.org
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YNS Sharks Code of Conduct 
 
Violation of these rules may result in any of the following:  

1. Asking the swimmer to leave practice‐the parents will be notified if this occurs  
2. Scratching the swimmer from upcoming swim meets or events  
3. Dismissing the swimmer from the team on either a permanent or temporary basis. 

 
All team members are expected to be orderly, courteous and show sportsmanship during 
practices, meets, and any team related function. This includes all YMCA facilities and other 
competition venues (locker rooms, lobbies, parking lots etc.) as well as hotels. Any 
inappropriate behavior may constitute cause for dismissing a swimmer from practice, or 
sending a swimmer home from team functions at the family’s expense. All violations of conduct 
will be reviewed by the YNS Head Coach and may lead to suspension or dismissal from practice, 
meets and/or the team. 
 
 The coaching staff cannot be responsible for the supervision of any swimmer who does not 
report to them on deck. Therefore, parents of younger swimmers are strongly advised to 
ensure that their swimmers safely reach the pool deck.  
 

A. Drugs, Alcohol & Tobacco  
 

1.  A swimmer shall not engage in any behavior involving the illegal use or distribution 
of alcoholic beverages, drugs or controlled substances, which tend to bring discredit 
to the swimmer or the YMCA of the North Shore Sharks or knowingly remain in the 
presence of those engaged in such behavior(s). This rule shall apply at all times.  

2.  Helping swimmers is our first priority. If a swimmer is concerned about his own 
involvement in drugs or alcohol or that of another swimmer, the swimmer is 
encouraged to talk confidentially with a coach. A swimmer who voluntarily discloses 
to a coach his involvement with drugs and alcohol may not be charged with a 
violation of the Team Rules as a result of such disclosure. The swimmer will be 
referred to substance abuse counseling or treatment at his/her own cost. 

  
B. Practice and Meet Behavior 

 
1. Swimmers will refrain from using drugs, alcohol, and tobacco.  
2. Swimmers are responsible for the care and proper use of equipment. Practice is not 
finished until all supplies are returned to storage. Everyone helps. 
3. Swimmers will refrain from physical or verbally abusive behavior.  
Swimmers will be dedicated and loyal to YNS and teammates. Swimmers will be vocally 
supportive at meets and at practice and encourage teammates to reach their personal 
goals. Swimmers will display our team pride by competing in YNS attire at all times. Team 
caps are to be worn at practice and when competing. Older swimmers will participate in 
team activities involving younger swimmers to reinforce our spirit of teamwork.  
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5. Swimmers will act respectfully, remaining silent and make an honest effort to 
listen and look when anyone is speaking. 

6.  Swimmers will arrive to be on deck 15 minutes prior to practice before the 
scheduled start time and must contact their coach if they are going to be late. If 
swimmer is going to be 30 minutes or more late attendance is at the coaches 
discretion.  

7.  Swimmers will contact their coach, in advance, by email or telephone if they will 
arrive late to practice. The coach will determine if the reason for being tardy is 
an acceptable reason or will be counted as the swimmer being tardy. Habitual 
tardiness will default to the above guidelines  

8.  Swimmers will be committed to their best effort at all times.  
9.  Swimmers are to refrain from inappropriate physical contact, bullying or 

harassing behavior. 
10.  Swimmers will wear appropriate size swimwear and attire to practice and meets. 

When not on deck swimmers must wear shorts and/or t-shirts over their suit. 
11. The YNS Swim Team follows the USA guidelines for Safe Sport which can be 

found at http://www.usaswimming.org/DesktopDefault.aspx?TabId=1960 
 

C. Use of Cell Phones and Other Mobile Recording Devices 
 
1. Cell phones and other mobile devices with recording capabilities, including voice 

recording, still cameras and video cameras increase the risk for different forms of 
misconduct in locker rooms and changing areas.  The USA Swimming Athlete 
Protection Policies prohibit the use of such devices in the locker room or other 
changing area:   

Article 305.3 Use of audio or visual recording devices, including a cell phone camera, is 
not allowed in changing areas, rest rooms or locker rooms. 
*See also, Social Media clause on www.ynssharks.net  

 
D. Team Travel Meet Behavior 
 

1.  All team members are reminded that when traveling on trips, competing in 
meets, and attending other meet‐related functions, you are representing both 
yourself and the YNS program. Swimmers must travel in team attire at all times. 
Your behavior must positively reflect the high standards of the team.  

2.  Male swimmers are not allowed in female swimmers’ hotel rooms, nor are 
female swimmers permitted in male swimmers’ rooms unless a 
chaperone/coach has granted permission (i.e. for a small group to watch a 
movie).  

3.  All swimmers and chaperones traveling with the team will attend all team 
functions and are expected to know all travel/meeting schedules and strictly 
adhere to them. Coaches will establish warm‐up times and other trip related 
timetables as needed. Being prompt and on time is essential. 

http://www.usaswimming.org/DesktopDefault.aspx?TabId=1960
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4.  Swimmers are expected to remain with the team at all times during a trip. 
Swimmers are not to leave the pool, the hotel, or any other place at which the 
team has gathered without the permission of a coach or chaperone. 

5.  Swimmers are to treat rooms and travel vehicles with respect and they are to be 
kept neat. Belongings should be kept together and all trash deposited 
appropriately. Any damage to rooms or vehicles will be the responsibility of the 
parties involved and may result in being sent home early from a trip at the 
parents’ expense. 

6.  Swimmers must wear seat belts and remain seated at all times when traveling 
with the YNS Team  

7.  Swimmers are expected to be quiet and respect the rights of teammates and 
other hotel guests during evening hours and the rest time between prelims and 
finals.  

8.  Swimmers are expected to strictly adhere to the curfew established by the 
coaching staff. 

9.  Chaperones must agree to fulfill their responsibility to the swimmers entrusted 
to their care and to the other chaperones and coaches. Swimmers may not be 
chaperones. 10. Swimmers 19 years old and younger are allowed to travel 
unaccompanied by their parent/guardian to Non‐Team Travel meets under the 
following circumstances: 

 a. Parent/Guardian must establish a chaperone for their child and contact head 
coach with that information. 
 b. Swimmer’s hotel accommodations must be adjacent to named chaperone.  
c. Chaperone will assume responsibility for the swimmers well‐being 
D. School Behavior 
 
1.  Swimmers are expected to have passing grades at all times and to seek 

appropriate help if academic or other learning related issues arise. 
2.  If any school disciplinary action including, but not limited to poor 

conduct or failing grades results in a swimmers missing any days of a 
meet, the swimmer will be scratched from the entire meet. 

 
E. Penalties/Consequences for Violations of the Team Rules 
 
If the YNS Head Coach determines that a swimmer has or may have violated a Team Rule, the 
head coach will determine the penalty/consequence for the violation after consultation with 
the swimmer’s coach and parent or legal guardian. The penalty or consequences for a violation 
of the Team Rules will be at the discretion of the Sr. Director of Competitive Aquatics. The 
penalties or consequences may include, but are not limited to one or more of the following:  

a. Counseling by the coach or designee  
b. Community Service 
 c. Restriction from team trips and/or swim meets  
d. Loss of privileges 
 e. Probation 
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 f. Suspension  
g. Dismissal from the team 
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